Examples of packages to purchase
with the Digital Devices grant
The Digital Devices grant enables Network Partners to purchase devices and internet connections
to loan to learners that don’t yet have a device of their own. Each device must have its own
internet connection as learners may not have this either. Below are some examples of devices you
can purchase with the Digital Devices grant. Some devices have their own inbuilt sim card slot for
you to put a prepaid sim into, others will require the purchase of a Wi-Fi hotspot to enable your
learners to connect to the internet.
The examples below are only a small selection of combinations of devices and plans available and
are in no way a recommendation or endorsement by Good Things Foundation. It is recommended
that you conduct your own research to find the most suitable devices and data plans for your
community. Grant applications will be assessed on demonstrating good value for money, so please
consider this when undertaking your research.
Option

Tablet

Samsung Galaxy
4G Android tablet
Tab 10.1 4G with sim
$499

Total cost*

Prices sourced
from

Boost (uses Telstra
network) 60gb for 6
months sim - $100

$599

JB Hi-Fi and
Boost websites

Data plan

iPad with cellular

iPad 10.1 with
cellular - $779

Optus 60gb for 12
months sim - $180

$959

Apple and Optus
websites

Android tablet
with hotspot

Lenovo Tab E10 $199

Telstra 40gb for 12
months sim - $150
Hotspot - $42

$391

JB Hi-Fi, Telstra
and Amazon
websites

iPad 10.1 - $529

Boost 60gb for 6
months sim - $100
Hotspot - $42

$671

Apple and Boost
and Amazon
websites

HP 14” laptop $499

Vodafone 25gb per
month sim and hotspot
bundle - $350 ($35 per
month for 12 months
minimum contract)

$849

JB Hi-Fi and
Vodafone
websites

iPad with hotspot

Laptop with
hotspot

*Prices correct as of 23/04/2020

